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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: May 16, 2016

The R. M. Young Company to Acquire Envirotech Sensors, Inc.
TRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGAN, USA – The R. M. Young Company has acquired Envirotech Sensors, Inc. of
Columbia, Maryland. Founded in 2001, Envirotech designs and manufactures sensors used for measuring
atmospheric visibility. Envirotech Sentry™ visibility sensors are used in more than 30 countries for
applications that include fog detection in Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS), in Airport Weather
Observation Systems (AWOS) and coastal monitoring systems for waterways and offshore foghorn
control.
Tom Young, President of the R. M. Young Company stated, “The Sentry visibility sensors are an excellent
addition our existing family of products for surface weather observation. We are pleased to inherit
Envirotech’s worldwide reputation for robustly designed products that reliably do their job every day.”
“We are excited to become a part of the Young family,” said John Crosby, the President and Founder of
Envirotech. “Young has worked hard for over 50 years to establish itself as a US-based leader in
meteorological instruments with products that routinely endure the world’s worst weather conditions.
Our product families are a terrific fit for one another.”
Envirotech’s current Sentry product line includes the SVS1 which is suitable for most visibility sensing
applications such as road weather or waterway monitoring. The SVS1-T is a version optimized for tunnel
visibility monitoring.
Sentry Visibility sensors will join Young’s line of weather sensors and displays including mechanical and
ultrasonic anemometers, temperature sensors, relative humidity sensors, barometric pressure sensors,
precipitation gauges, data displays, radiation shields and the newResponseONETM Weather Transmitter.
Young products are available worldwide via a network of over 100 resellers and systems integrators.
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About the R. M. Young Company: The R. M. Young Company has been designing and manufacturing meteorological
instruments since 1964. From their headquarters in Traverse City, Michigan, USA, the company produces sensors
that measure wind, temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, precipitation and visibility. The company’s reliable
products are installed on every continent and in every ocean and are used for marine navigation, transportation
safety, agriculture, climate studies and meteorological stations. www.youngusa.com
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